BUILT COLONIAL HERITAGE UNESCO’S NEOCOLONIAL TOOLS?
BACKGROUND
The colonial era has ended, but built traces of its regimes remain. The
integration of colonial architecture within the global heritage
frameworks of UNESCO raises both opportunities and questions
regarding sustainable management. Former colonial sites now part of
the World Heritage List are particularly exposed to clashing
discourses of preservation, as international ambitions tend to
overshadow the local experience.
How are the legacies of built colonial structures approached and
accounted for? How much attention is given to the local context?
How is preservation balanced with development? Research suggests
an ongoing international lack of sensitivity for such issues in
formerly colonised regions, with outcomes bordering on the
neocolonial. Ndoro & Wijesuriya (2015) note that while heritage
management is not in itself a colonial phenomenon, it often continues
to rest on western perceptions of monumentality and expert
knowledge in former colonies post-independence. The concept of
shared heritage, drawing on the dual legacies of colonial and native
actors, is inclusive in principle but often downplays local
management in reality. From these perspectives, UNESCO’s listing
frameworks may become yet another externally enforced, culturally
restrictive set of tools in non-western parts of the world.

METHOD

• To highlight the complexity
of the postcolonial
experience

• Critical examination of how
built colonial heritage is
approached by UNESCO, and
how this affects local
communities.

RABAT, MOROCCO - NEOCOLONIAL
’URBAN APARTHEID’?

Whose heritage?

Whose agency?

SOURCES
The two case studies illustrate how UNESCO’s approaches to colonial built heritage tend to frame sites as
architecturally frozen in time, and according to western understandings of preservation. For Rabat, the issue is a lack
of attention to the restrictive dimensions of colonial urban planning. In Luang Prabang, local approaches to tourism as
a part of dynamic heritage-making are seemingly overlooked. In both cases, international views of built colonial
heritage work against community development in ways not too far removed from those of the colonial days.

